
the road show



Sharing Deaf culture and exploring diverse
communities across America.

Educating audiences with basic ASL acquisition.

Immersing contestants in all the thrills of a
televised game show - the lights, music, and
even prizes!

SignTasTic! is bridging the gap between 
the Deaf and Hearing worlds!

The SignTasTic! Road Show brings the experience of the
original ASL game show to audiences everywhere. 

We do this by: 
 

The host of SignTasTic!, Daniel D. Cook, is America's first Deaf
television game show host. By using his platform and personal
experiences, Dan inspires and informs the next generation of

sign language users all around the world!



“[Dan’s] knowledge
of ASL, friendliness,
and enthusiasm for
teaching others is

contagious.“
- Kristen Bowen, CI CT

  Interpreter Coordinator at
Cincinnati State University

Dan is a certified member of the American Sign Language Teachers
Association (ASLTA), with nearly 30 years of teaching experience. 

For more than a decade, Dan has produced and hosted his own
nationwide traveling game show, titled “Test Your Knowledge.”

DAN COOK! 

WITH YOUR HOST

With SignTasTic! Trivia LIVE, he continues to engage and educate
Deaf and hearing audiences in an exciting format. With a national
tour, Dan hopes to reach people at conventions, Interpreter Training
Programs, high schools, universities, Deaf state schools, and events
across America.

Bridging the gap between the Deaf and hearing communities has
always been Dan’s goal. Now that he has successfully worked with
both communities to create SignTasTic! and secured 
streaming on VSYN+ (a new platform for the world’s 
signed languages), Dan is ready to connect with 
audiences everywhere.



Current 2024 Schedule

February 17 - St Augustine, Florida - ASLTA Teachers Conference 

February 24 - Tampa, Florida - DEAFOPIA 

March 9 - Riverside (LA), California - DEAFOPIA 

April 6 - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - HDS SignAThon

April 25, 26, 27 - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - YinzerFest 

May 11 - Fremont, California - DEAFOPIA 

June 1 - Morgantown, North Carolina - DEAFOPIA 

September 7 - Austin, Texas - DEAFOPIA 

September 14 - Olathe, Kansas - DEAFOPIA 

October 12 - NYC, New York - DEAFOPIA 

November 2 - Phoenix, Arizona - DEAFOPIA

DATES, LOCATIONS & EVENTS 
The SignTasTic! Road Show could be traveling

to a city near you!

Book now!

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dG8vVs2vlgTiaSNQV-P3avdSE43y4cV1ti-mtVHlF70/edit?usp=sharing


Trivia Time!
SignTasTic! Trivia LIVE transforms any stage into a Deaf-friendly trivia

experience! Dan invites contestants to join him on stage as they

answer multiple choice and true or false questions for prizes. Trivia

questions are projected onto a screen and an ASL-English interpreter

is present, making the performance accessible for all audiences. 



Each contestant brought on stage has the opportunity to correctly

answer: 

 1st Question for a $5 cash prize

 2nd Question for a $10 cash prize

 3rd Question for a $15 cash prize

 Bonus Question for a $100 gift card or sponsored

prize 
“Fan Trivia” is a question asked of an audience member:

 1 Question for a special prize!

Your event includes:

  45 minutes of an interactive trivia show 

 Cash prizes for participating contestants

TRIVIA LIVE!

This event is great for:

Social Organizations
Schools & Institutions

Festivals & Conferences

SignTasTic! Trivia LIVE is an immersive and engaging

experience for hearing and Deaf audiences of any age,

regardless of their ASL skill level!



An event like SignTasTic! Trivia LIVE provides many benefits for
schools and universities with American Sign Language and

Interpreter Training Programs.

 SignTasTic! promotes an open opportunity for an entire student body
to learn about Deaf culture, while providing engaging entertainment
and quality production value. Hearing and Deaf students find ways to

bridge barriers between themselves during gameplay. 

Many educational institutions invested in exploring themes of
diversity, belonging, or communication will also benefit from this

experience. 

Our Mission



SIMILAR SHOWS!
SignTasTic! Trivia LIVE takes inspiration from other

television game shows that have been adapted for an in-

person experience like The Price is Right LIVE and Wheel

Of Fortune LIVE! We aim to balance education and fun

while giving contestants a chance to know what it’s like to

be on a real game show.



Contact us
@svm_signtastic @silentvisual.asl

SignTasTic! & Silent Visual Media

SignTasTic!

@SilentVisualMedia

 @SilentVisualASL


